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ABSTRACT 

Recant results on strange and strangconium mcsori3 arc presented. The data 

come from a high sensitivity study (4.1 cv/nh) of K'p interactions at 11 GcV/c 

using the LASS sprr-tromcter at SNAC. The complete leading orbitally-cxrited 

K' series up ihrougi / ' ' h a-ni i\ .-.iib.ttanlial number of the expected mirier-

lying stales ate observed Urcaying into t( n f , Ht'f+if~, and Ktj final stales, 

and new measurements are made of their masses, widths, and brandling ratios. 

Production of ftlrangcoflium states via hypcrthnrge exchange is observed into 

K°K°, K~K*, and K;K*Jr T final 9tate3. The leading orbitally-cxcitod <j> scries 

through J? = 3" is clearly seen and evidence is presented for additional high 

spin structure in the 2.2 GeV/c 3 region. No /i(1720) is observed. The l\°K ' T ' 

spectrum is dominated by \*{K'K + K K) production in the region helow 1.6 

GeV/c J . These results are compared with data on the same systems prodV ed 

by different production mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction 

The spectroscopy of light quark mesons continues to be an important area 

of investigation in high energy physics. There is now a substantial amount of 

experimental activity in the intermediate mass region between 1 and 2 GcV/c 3, 

particularly from the colliding be ai l machines, and there is an awareness that 

these data are important in the search for exotic objects and in the testing of basic 

features of the ql} interaction. Making a significant contribution to these studies 

via "old-fashtoned" hadroproduction requires quite substantial improvements in 

the sensitivity of the data compared with the many easier experiments, as well 

as very high quality data with good resolution and good acceptance over a wide 

variety of physics channel*. Today, I will describe some recent results from the 

LARS collaboration which address several important issues in the strange and 

strangconiuui meson systems. 

2. The Experiment 

The experiment I will be discussing was performed by a collaboration of physi

cists frcm two Japanese and two U.S. institutions u^ing the LASS spectrometer 

facility1 which is shown in Fig. 1. LASS has 4n geometrical acceptance with 

excellent angular and momentum resolution, full azimulhal symmetry, excellent 

particle identification, and a high rate triggering capability. It is situated in an 

RF-separated beam which delivers an 11 GeV/c K beam of high purity (typi

cally a 70/1 or better / ( / * ratio before tagging by beam Cerenkov counters). It 

contains two largo magnets filled with tracking detectors. The first magnet is 
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a superconducting Bolmoid with a 1'IA kG field parallel to the beam direction. 

This is followed by a 30 ItG-m dipolc magnet with a vertical field. The solenoid 

is effective in measuring the interaction products which have large production 

angles and relatively low momenta. High energy secondaries, which tend to stay 

close to the beam line, are not well measurer] in the solenoid, but pass through the 

dipolc for measurement there. Particle identification is provided by a Cerenkov 

counter ( C | ) and a time-of-flight hndowope (TOF) which fill the exit aprr iure 

of the solenoid, and by a Ccrenkov counter ( d ) at the exit end of the dipolc 

spectrometer. In addition, the dK/dx ionization energy toss i:i the cylinilrir.il 

proportional chambers which surround the target is measured <o separate wide 

angle protons from it's in the I / ,? 5 region below HUd McV'r 

The trigger f'T this experiment requires two or more charged particles to exit 

the target, [t is funned by cluster counting logic aUa<-bed to » si-1 or proportional 

chambers which conceptually form a box surrounding ihr target Thr trigger is 

essentially ot0t> except for the all neiilra! final states, and h <|iiile clean. About 

85% of ail triggers are good physics events. For an »'xpcrimcnt with such an 

open trigger, the sensitivity of about 4 cv /ub for the S\ beam incident, which 

will be discussed today, is very high This leads U> ri ,>roi i\s.srd data sample of 

about 115 million events, which leads in turn to one of the major difficulties in 

performing this experiment. The data analysis burden is very large, rripiirii:;-, 

the equivalent of about three IBM ;i()Rl/K years for completion The task was 

shared between Nagoya University, utilizing a dedicated KACOM M'JIJO at the 

High Energy Laboratory and the University Center 's M3H2, and a nine processor 

I68/E farm at Sl.AC. 
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3. Motivation 

Substantial progress in understanding the physics of meson systems has been 

made during the 10 year period following the "November Revolution" with the 

discovery of the heavy quarkonia, and their detailed study in the e+t" colliding 

machines. However, it remains clear that complementary studies of the light 

quark spectra are extremely important and provide access to important features 

of the spectroscopy which otherwise remain closed. First, as Fred Gilman dis

cussed earlier in this school,' the light quark spectrum probes a different piece 

of the qq potential. In particular, the ci and bh systems probe the short range 

behavior of the potential while an excited light quark system, such as one that 

is spun up in orbital angular momentum, allows the study of the strength and 

Lorentz structure of the confining term. 

Second, the hadroproduction mechanism is sufficiently different than produc

tion in colliding e + e _ machines that the experimentally accessible excitations are 

nearly orthogonal. Figures 2 (a) and (b) are level diagrams (called Grotrian plots 

by nuclear physicists) which illustrate this for the c£ and strange spectra respec

tively. The levels axe arranged so that the state* with quark spins antiparallel 

[S = 0) are on the left, while states with quark spins parallel (5 = 1) are on 

the right. Orbital excitations appear as columns In each section which increase 

from L = 0 (S wave) on the left to L = 3 (F wave) on the right. Radial excita

tions appear as towers going up each of these column*. The positions at which 

the levels appear in mass should be considered as illustrative only for purposes 

of this discussion. The primary emphasis here is on the experimentally known 

excitations. In Fig. 2(a), the el states which are included in the latest summary 
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table of the Particle Data Group 3 are Bhown, It should he noted that there arc 

classification ambiguities in a few cases for the higher lying 1" resonances, but 

the basic experimentally observed level structure in a very beautiful tower of 1~ 

radial excitations, with only the beginnings of the orbital towers building up. 

The reason for this is that the 1~ stales are directly produced in e+e~ collisions 

while the observation of higher orbital states requires decays from the produced 

1~ states and therefore are much rarer and more difficult to observe. This may 

be contrasted with the situation in K' spectroscopy as shown in Fig, 2(b). Once 

again the states shown are taken from the 1086 PDG summary tables. There arc 

no candidate radial states. However, the first few levels of the orbital excitation 

ladders can be clearly seen, both in the S — 0 and the 5 = 1 sectors. So it is 

clear that the production area which is used in the study of a spectroscopy is 

of vital importance in determining the states, and the features of the spectrum, 

which can be observed. In particular, e f e~ collisions are without peer in fro-

ducing clear I" radial towers, but the less specific hadroproduction mechanism 

is essential to the study of the higher orbital excitations. 

Third, the recent speculation that some of the states observed in the 1 to 2.2 

GeV/c s mass region in « + e _ production may be exotic objects such as "glueballs" 

points up once again the importance of understanding the ordinary ql} states in 

this same mass region in order to understand whether any particular state is "un

usual", and different production mechanisms may be crucial in this process. For 

example, the production of light mesons decaying to KK in K'p interactions 

is dominated at small values of momentum transfer by hypercharge exchange 

processes IK and K* exchange) and would be expected (and is known) to be 
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dominated by the ptoduction of stt&ngeonta («* mesons), while the production 

of the same final states via radiative decays from the J/V> might be expected to 

contain a rather large admixture of glueballs. So the combination of these differ

ent production mechanisms should be very powerful in sorting out the nature of 

any new or unusual states which are observed. 

4. The Strange Mesons 

For a variety of reasons, the strange mesons appear to be an excellent place to 

try to understand a pure qlj spectrum. First, flavored (i.e., K) beams arc available 

which allow the strange mesons to be produced cleanly with large cross sections. 

Second, the charge-exchange channels are dominated by the well understood w 

exchange mechanism, which allows studies of Kit scattering via extrapolation, 

and a clear look at both orbital excitations and the underlying states. Third, 

neutral Ke arc visible via the K° decay, so that it is rather easy to study all 

charges of final states with the good resolution of tracking detectors rather than 

using a neutral detector such as a shower counter. Finally, the qlj final states 

have overt flavor so that there is no isoscalar-isovector mixing and no confusion 

with glueballs. The reaction 

/ T p - K~r+n (1) 

is an ideal place to study the orbital excitation ladder. This final state is topo

logical^ simple, is restricted to only the natural Bpin-parity series, and has a 

large cross section which is dominated by * exchange at small values of momen

tum transfer ((' = ( - < m i n ) . Many features of this channel are illustrative of 
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the physics and analysis methods used throughout this talk, particularly in the 

etrangconium sector, so I would like to discuss some of these features in detail. 

The invariant mass for Reaction (1) is shown in Fig. 3 for all 730,000 events with 

|t'| < 1.0 (GeV/c) 3. The spin-parity Jp = rK"(892) and 2*^(1430) mesons 

can be clearly seen ss can a higher mass structure in the 3 -fC|{l780) region. 

However, even with the enormous statistics of this plot, there is little evidence 

for additional structure in the high mass region where additional higher spin res

onances would be expected. There are several different reasons for this. Reaction 

(1) contains not only K' resonances, but nuclcon {N' and A) resonances as well. 

The large total amount of nucleon resonances produced in Reaction (l) is clearly 

seen in the invariant n * + mass plot shown in Fig. 4. Jt reflects rather smoothly 

into the K~?r + invariant mass distribution, but much less smoothly into the an

gular structure. In this situation, the easiest thing to do is cut out this portion 

of the phase space. Th»» can only be done if the statistics of the experiment ate 

very high since such a cut puts holes into the acceptance which must be cor

rected. With the large statistics of this experiment, we remove the events with 

n T + masses below 1.7 GeV/c 1 from the subsequent analysis. The remaining sam

ple, which is shown in the cross-hatched histogram of Fig. '.I, contains 385,000 

events. However, ev'.-n with the elimination of the nucleon resonances, the struc

ture observable in the plot is essentially unchanged. The fundamental reason for 

this is that the Kn elasticity drops as a function of mass, so that the visible 

cross section for a given K* resonance to decay in this channel decreases with 

increasing mass; in addition, the level structure of the spectroscopy, as shown in 

Fig. 2, leads to a large number of overlapping resonances in the region above 2.0 
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GeV/c1. These effects conspire to yield the featureless distribution (observed in 

Fig. 3) at high mass. 

Nevertheless, a great deal of interesting structure is hidden in this plot, as 

becomes evident when we increase its dimensionality. Figure 5 is a scatter plot of 

Kir invariant mass against the cosine of the (-channel decay angle of the K in the 

Kit center of mass ($GJ)- The K*(S92) stands out as a clear band, while there 

are big bumps, at both forward and backward $GJ* which indicate the K£(1430). 

As we continue to higher MK-**< the structure become? more complex. For 

example, the large bump around COS(SCJ) = —0.5 in the 1.8 GeV/c 5 region, and 

a corresponding hole in the backward region, arc associated with the K^()7S0], 

the prominent backward peak just above 2.0 GeV/c 1 turns out to be related to 

the tf;(2060). 

Many other complex features are apparent in this plot, but it is also apparent 

that the understanding of the nature of these structures requires a detailed angu

lar analysis. Today, we will concentrate on the leading K* states in this channel, 

and so will discuss only the simplest analysis of this type, which is a spherical 

harmonic moments analysis. We select the data for this analysis to emphasize the 

* exchange contribution by requiring J('| < 0.2 (GeV/c) 1. For pure x exchange, 

only moments with M = 0 are allowed, and a resonance of spin J can appear in 

moments up to L = 23. In general, the leading orbitally excited resonances are 

expected to be the lowest lying states of high spin BO that they will dominate the 

highest moments required at a given mass. For example, Fig. 6 shows the even 

L, M = 0 moments required to describe the data in the mass region below 1.88 

GeV/c 1. Moments are not uBed in a particular mass region if they are consistent 
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with zero there. The 1-K"'(892), 2 f / ^ (HSO) , and 3" Kj[l780) are ckiarly seen 

in i£. **• a n < * 'e> respectively. Each state dominates the highest moment required 

in the relevant mass region, and aiso appears with lower prominence in momenta 

with lower L. Breit-Wigner fits to the /, = 2J moment give new measurements 

of the masses and widths of these states, indicated in Table I. 

Table I 

The parameters for the 1~, 2 + , and 3~ Btatcs from a fit to the 
leading moments. The indicated errors arc statistical and systematic 
respectively. 

resonance Jr Mass(MeV/cz) Width(Mcv/c 2) 

K'iM2) 1" 897.0 h 0.7 ± 0.7 49.9 ± 1.7 i. 0.8 

K2*(1430) 2+ 1433.0+ 1.6 ±0.5 115.8 ± 2,7.11.6 

/f 3'(l780) 3" 1778.1 ±6.4 ±1.3 185.9-J: 23.3 ± 12.3 

Having observed the leading K* states that are rather well understood, let us 

now look at candidates for higher orbital excitations. Figure 7 shows the required 

moments with L > 6, M = 0, in the region above 1.8 GeV/c 2. Moments, not 

shown, with L > 10 are consistent with zero. The peaks in the t% and r?0 

moments, and the interference structures in the t° and t% moments are naturally 

interpreted as confirming the 4 + ^ ' (2060) and demonstrating the existence of 

a 5~K" around 2.38 GcV/e 1. However, the large errors on the moments make 

it difficult to determine the parameters or these resonances from the leading 

moments alone. The curves shown in Pig. 7 result from a simple lit to all 21 

moments in this mass region with L < 10, Af < 1. The high spin F, G, and // 

waves are parameterized as rclativistic Breit-Wigner forms. Background terms 
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whtrh are linear in both amplitude and phase are used for the lower spin waves 

and added to the f\ CI, and // wbve terms aa well. The smaller M — \ moments 

arc related to the M - 0 momenta using a irorametriiatlon of earlier energy 

independent. l*WA MsutU. The aiftnlftctncc of the tipin * state in this model is 

about fta. The ntawica and widths are shown in Table II,4 

Tnblo II 

The parameters for the •T' and 5" state* from a fit to Ml 
momenta, The indicated errors are atatintic.il and systematic 
respectively. 

Resonance Jr Moss (MeV/c1) Width (Mov/rJ) 

K; (2060) 4 * 20G2 ± H * 13 '221 ± 48 -fc 27 

h'£(2380) S • 2382 i 14 ± 19 178 -Jt 37 t 32 

The reaction 

K-p-F^tr'n-n (2) 

ia an import antsourfn of information on the inelastic decay modes of the K'a, and 

mnkes possible the observation of states with unnatural spin-parity. The invariant 

mass di«lribution (A/ji> t). shown in Fitt. 8, appears to show the expected leading 

Kj(l-ino) nnd A',(|780) resonance* over a substantial background. However, an 

analysis of these data* with the SI.AtMJII. three-body PWA program" reveals 

that over 2/3 of this apectrum is resonant. Moreover, the peak* around IAS 

and 1.8 GeV/r* conluin not only the exprcted leading resonances, but other 

underlying states with comparable intr-naities. 

Even though I will not discuss the model in detail, it may he useful to briefly 
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review the approach taken in the analysis, and the labeling of the resulting three-

body partial wave amplitudes. The model describes the Knn linal state as a 

superposition of two-body slates made up of isobars, which decay into two par

ticles, and a bachelor particle. The iaobara of importance in this analysis are 

the K*(892), K^{1430), p(T?0); a three-body phase space, torn* is also required. 

The labeling of the amplitude components of the final state is Riven by the series 

of quantum numbers •/''A/' (isobar) L, as illustrated in FIR. i), where J is HIP 

total spin and /* is the parity of the final state combination; At in the mn|;Tieltr 

substate.;»/ approximates the u&iuratity of tile exchange in the t channel: (isobar) 

is the isobar state; and L is the relative orbitnl angular momentum hetweifa the 

isobar and bachelor meson. 

Let us begin by looking -U the decomposition <ir the cross section into its 

spin-pnrity contributions. Figure 11) slmws the miUir/il spin-pnrity part. The 

2*, 3 , and -1 * cross sections nppear to contain the same leading '*'" stales we 

just described in the tin channel at M30. 1780, and '.WO MeV/cJ respectively. 

There is also a substantial amount of stmt tun* in the I wave ^rowml \A and 

1.8 GeV/e'. and in the 2* wave around 2.0 tlA'/c1. In fart, as we will discuss 

below, a further decomposition of the 1 amplitude into (he different isobar 

partial waves shows that the structure is raused by two t states, at - I-ISO 

MeV/c' and |7-|0 M c V r \ and that essentially (he entire natural spin-parity 

sector is resonant. On the other hand, the unnatural spin-parity waves, shown 

in Fig. 11. are only partially resonant. There is a large structure near MIX) 

MeV/e* corresponding to the fiT](M00). but the other waves are rather smooth 

and featureless. The parameters of the resonant states are estimated by fitting 
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the partial wave amplitudes to Breit-Wigncr resonances plus simple background 

terms. In the natural spin-parity sector, on which we concentrate today, we do 

a simultaneous fit to both 1" waves,plus the 2 + K*JT, 3~/f*ir, and 3~pK, using 

the known behavior of the three leading resonances to constrain the relative 

phase behavior of the 1~ waves. The fit requires two 1" resonances, one at 

approximately 1.42 GeV/c 1, and the other at approximately 1.74 GcV/c 1. In 

Fig. 12, the intensities and phases of the leading 2 + K'x, 2~K'ir and 3~pK are 

shown, along with the results of the 5-wave model fit just discussed, while in Fig. 

13, we show the model fit to the 1" amplitudes. The masses and widths of the 

1' resonant states am indicated in Table III. 

Tabic III 

The parameters for the two underlying 1" states from the 
5 wave fit described in the text. The indicated errors are sta
tistical and systematic respectively. 

Coupling Mass (MeV/e s) Width (MeV/ca) 

K'TT 1 4 2 0 ± 7 ± 1 0 240±18 ± 1 2 

K'w, pK 1 7 3 5 ± 1 0 ± 2 0 423 ± 1 8 ± 3 0 

In order to understand the nature of these states, it is useful to consider 

two more pieces of information. First of all, in the K~is+ channel there is a 

large resonant state with an elasticity of around 0.35 in the 1.75 GeV/c 1 region. 

However, the elasticity in the 1.4 GeV/c 3 region is leas than 0.1, indicating that 

the coupling of the lower state to the two-body channel is strongly suppressed.7 

Th'iB suppression is corroborated by the production characteriptics of the three-

body amplitudes as shown in Fig. 14. The |('| dependence of the 1 ~ amplitudes in 
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the J,73 to 1.85 GeV/c* region, shown by the open circles, is quite steep as would 

be expected from ir exchange, while the slope of the 1' amplitude in the 1.37 to 

1.47 GcV/c J region, shown by the closed circles, is flatter as would be expert rd 

from ft exchange, for example. It should he noted that the relative phase between 

the 1" stale at - 1420 McV/c 1 and the /f 2'(H30) is - 90°, whereas the phase 

between the \~ state at ~ 1735 MoV/c1 and the 7^(1780) is ~ 0 \ This is also 

indicative of a different production mechanism for the two 1 ~ states. 

This behavior leads naturally to our preferred classification of these two 1" 

states. Though mixing is not entirely excluded, it is simplest to associate the 

higher sta.« -villi the I7^i state bracd on the small L • S splitting and the simi

larity of the widths ami branching ratios with typical quark model calculations 

The lower state then becomes mostly the first radial excitation of the K'(R92), 

The suppression of the Kit decay mode of this lower state is understood in some 

models as being a dynamical effect resulting from the presence of a node in the 

radial wave function. 

There is an additional new structure which can he seen in these three-body 

amplitudes. Figure 15 shows the behavior of the 2 T amplitudes. In addition 

to the -well-known leading /Cj(1430), a large structure is evident in the mass 

region around 2.0 GeV/c J. We have fit these amplitudes in the region above 1.69 

GeV/c 1 to a model which incorporates a Breit-Wigner resonance and a linear 

coherent background. The phase is essentially constrained by the leading 3" /(* T, 

as incorporated in the 5-wavefit described above. The fit, which is indicated by a 

solid line in Fig. 15, gives a mass of ~ 1.97 GeV/c 3 with a width of — 0.37 GcV/c J. 

However, since a substantial background is required, the single resonance fit is 
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hot unique. In feet, the data can be fit equally well in a two resonance model 

with the second resonance at a somewhat higher mass. 

Figure lf» summarize* the states we have observed in the K,***' final state 

along with mir preferred quark model assignments. The shaded regions tnrre-

apond to the experimental errors on the mass values, while the stars indicate the 

mass values predicted by the mode! of Godfrey and lsgur.® The 7-vnlocs of the 

leading states are linear in mass squared, and the L • S splitting appears to be 

ijtiite small. In general, the model docs rather well. The greatest difficulty is 

with the 1 radial state which ts predicted to lie significantly above the observed 

state. 

Other good testing grounds for mesortic models are their predictions for decay 

rates and brtmrhing ratios. In particular, the K* mesons (mould decay inti> the 

A'tj final state. However, the visible cross sections are expected to be rather small 

and the final state is difficult to at»dy experimentally, so there is very little data 

available from earlier experiments. In the present experiment, we have looked at 

events which satisfy a 1C kinematic fit to the channel 

K~p ••• tf"K + ir' ff°p . (3) 

Events whkh satisfy a -tC fit to K x*it p are rejected. The resulting r* n TT" 

mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 17- There is a large *? signal over ttomr back

ground. The shaded regions serve a» controls for background subtraction. Figure 

18 shows the invariant ft,' ^ mass distribution after subtraction of the control re

gions and a set of cuts to remove the \" and Af* overlap. The spectrum is 

dominated hy a single hump with n mass and width which arc consistent with 

15 
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the 3" /f3'(l780) resonance. Preliminary results of the momenta analysis also 

require substantial production of a spin 3 resonance. Assuming that K3*(1T80) 

dominates the region, tho obacrved cross Bcr.tion corresponds to a branching ratio 

ffj(1780) -+ Krj of -* 2.5%. In contrast, there is no evidence- at nil for a decay 

of the K"J(1430) to Kn- The shaded area centered .it 1.-13 GcXfc7 shows the 

signal expected for a Ki(J430) ~* Kij branching ratio of 0.5%, which is clearly 

a conservative upper limit on the decay. Though the branching ratios for the 2* 

and 3" leading K* resonances differ by «t ietvst :i factor of five, the results or 

standard models* appear to agree at least qualitatively with this result. 

Figure 19 summaries the K* spectrum observed to date in rliis experiment, 

most of whkh we have discussed today. The observed leading staler in the orbital 

ladder now extend all the way through the 5 f{*. Many of the expected under

lying states have now been seen and there are good candidates for several radial 

states. We b*vp seen rs transitions from inost of these suites, as. well «$ transitions 

to vector, Ami in some rases, tensor mesons. Hare decays into final statra stich 

as KJ] are also beginning to be observed The dear experimental picture now 

emerging provides powerful tests of existing q$ models, and imposes important 

constraints on the predictions which might result from future modifications to 

them. 
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5. Strangconiiirn Mesons 

The ability of the LASS spectrometer to reconstruct V decays provides a 

very clean way to study the production of strangeontum mesons. In all cases dis

cussed today, we will look only at fully constrained channels with a slow A recoil. 

Thus, the backgrounds are small; resolution is very good; particle identification 

requirements are minimized; and the resulting geometrical acceptance is nearly 

flat, As discussed earlier, the dominant production process in a K induced reac

tion at small t with a A recoil is hyperct;arp,e exchange. This leads us to expect 

very clean production of the strangeonia into channels containing n KK in the 

!in*l stain. 

The K~K invariant mags spectrum from the reaction 

K~p - K'K+A (4) 

shown by the open histogram in Fig. 20 confirms these expectations. The dis

tribution is dominated at low mass by the production of the classic strangeonia, 

the 1~4(1020) and the 2+/J(1520), while there is another smaller bump at 1.86 

GeV/c3, the 4, (1850) to be discussed below, which is expected to be the next 

state on the strangeonium orbital ladder. In general, the K~K+ (strangeonium) 

invariant mass spectrum is very reminiscent of the K~ir+ (strange) spectrum, 

Fig. 3, with an appropriate shift in the mass scale to account for the additional 

constituent s quark. This should be contrasted with production of the same final 

state with a ff beam, as observed by the OMEGA spectrometer experiment of 

Evangelista et a).,9 shown in the cross-hatched histogram of Fig. 20, where no 
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strangeness is exchanged. The bumps observed arc associated with minority de

cay modes of objects without hidden tttraugeness, such as / a(1270), and a; (1320), 

interfering with strangwinium production. 

Given that it is natural to expect strangeonium production in hypercharge 

exchange processes, the reactions 

K-p-KJIf*ir*A (5) 

should be the ideal place to study the l + strangeonium mesons which might be 

expected to lie in the 1.4 GeV/e1 region, and for which evidence has been claimed 

in earlier experiments.3-1'1 The invariant mass for the combined channels,shown in 

Fig. 21, has clear structure in the mass regions just above 1.5 GeV/c ! and around 

1.85 GeV/e 3, close to the positions expected for the leading 2 + and 3" sS states, 

but little activity in the region below 1.5 GeV/c8 except for a sharp rise at K'K 

threshold. However, the major features are so reminiscent of the strange three-

body Ktx+x~ channel discussed earlier, which contained complicated structure 

in the peak regions, as to make us very cautious about associating these structures 

with any known states until the results of a full PWA are available. 

In spite of a long history of confusion regarding the data in the 1,4-1.5 GoV/e* 

region, the classical "E" meson (now called the f\ (I42D)) has generally been taken 

as the 1 + + strangeonium state, 3 so the lack of any clear structure in these data 

in the 1.4 GeV/c2 region is somewhat disappointing. Given the rather narrow 

(56 MeV/c2) width of the /i(1420), it is worth looking at the low mass spnetrum 

plotted in 20 MeV/c 1 bins, as given in Fig. 22, to investigate the K'K threshold 

region in more detail. There appears to be a small amount of / i (1285) production 
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followed by a sharp rise to what may be a small peak just above K'K threshold. 

However, not only is this structure of limited statistical significance, but it lies 

some 10-20 MeV/c1 below the accepted mass value for the / ] (1420) meson. The 

clearest structure is the rise at threshold. Overall, the impression of the peaks 

in the low mass region is that they look rather similar to but somewhat weaker 

than those produced into the same final state with n beams, which is nut what 

would be expected if they are states with dominant sJ content. 

These final states are dominated by the production of (K'K + 7<°' K) Tor all 

masses. In particular, for the mass region below 1.64 GeV/c1, this can be seen 

very clearly In the Dalitz plot of Fig. 23. However, the amounts of K* aid li' 

arc substantially different, which implies that this region is not dominated by the 

production of a single resonance. 

Preliminary results from the PVVA analysis of these channels indicate more 

clearly the nature of the dominant structure arotmd 1.52 GeV/c*. The number of 

events required to perform a fit with the isobar model is rather large, which has 

farced us to use rather wider bins than we would prefer in this region. Figure 24 

shows all the waves required to Fit these data in the mass region below 1.76 GcV/c1 

summed over isobars. The total CJX>SB section is dominated by the unnatural spin-

parity waves everywhere and in particular by the 1 + wave below 1.7 GeV/c 1. The 

peak at 1.52 GeV/c* is l + and so does not correspond to the (K'K + K* K) decay 

mode of the /j(1520). In fact, this is as expected both in SU(3) and other irioie 

modern models8 and results from the small amount of phase space and the large 

spin inhibition factor of this decay. 

The 1 + waves are all K* isobars while the Q~ wave is a 6 isobar. We find 
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no evidence for Q-£it anywhere, although we cannot totally exclude a small pro

duction cross flection around 1.42 GeV/cJ. The l 4 K' waves form a iargfl bump 

centered at about 1.52 GeV/ca with a width of around 100 MfiV/cJ, which it is 

tempting to ascribe to a "D1 (1530)" [/ t(1520)| resonance previously claimed by 

Gavillet ct a l . u However, since the ] *" wave dominates this region so completely, 

we are unable to make a convincing case for resonant phase motion. Moreover, 

the unequal production or K* and K requires a more complex explanation than 

a simple one-resonance model. An attempt to better understand these data and 

their interpretation is in progress. 

Not only do the KKK final states in Reaction (4) and the reaction 

K P^I<;K°\ (6) 

provide a look at the hadroproduction of r.trangeonia, but they al«i> can provide 

revealing comparisons with the KK spectra produced in radiative J /0 decay, 

which might be expected to be glue-enriched. Reaction (<1) couples to all nat

ural spin-parity states, while Reaction (B) is restricted to the even spin States 

only. After restricting the data to events with |('j ^ 2.0 fGeV/c)2, both channels 

are very clean and the normalization agrees well between them in the /j(1520) 

region. The KK invariant masses shown in Fig. 25 contain the expected lead

ing 1~^(1020), seen only in the K K' channel, as well as the /j(1520) in both 

channels. There is also evidence for a third leading orMtally excited strangeo-

nium state, the i&jflSSD), which we will discuss below. The primary difference 

between the spectra, apart from the restriction to only even spin in the iYjf ffj, 

is what appears to be a large continuum in the high invariant mass region of 
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the K'K* spectrum. This background results from the dilTractive production 

of N' -* K + A , as is clear from the Dalitz plot of Fig. 26. On the other hand, 

N* production in the K^K? channel is small. The N' background in the K~ K+ 

channel becomes dominant in the region above 2.0 GeV/c 3, and reduces the effec

tive sensitivity of the K ' K + channel compared to K°K° even though the visible 

cross section of the K~K* is much larger. 

In order to understand the high mass structures in the K'K'* data, we 

repeat the moments analysis technique described earlier for the K^n* channel. 

The resulting momenta distributions are shown in Fig. 27. Thf> acceptance 

rorrecleii mast; spectrin: , l{j, shown a c!ea.r peak around 1.86 GeV/c 2 and similar' 

.structures appear in all moments up to t^. These structures confirm the existence 

of a Jp = 3_<£-like object in this mass region. Breit-Wigner fits, shown for ijj 

and i0,, provide estimates of the parameters of this resonance. The cjj moment 

is assumed to be dominated by the pure resonance while the (§ moment is given 

a simple linear background. The fits to the fg give a mass of 1854 ± 9 Mev/c* 

with a wicth of 64 ± 21 MeV/c 3, while the fit to the t§ moment gives consistent 

values of 1885 ± 26 t>nd 86 ± 30 MeV/c 3, respectively. Preliminary results from 

the amplitude analysis confirm this result. 

An object which has been observed in the mass rejion around 1.7 GeV/c* 

in the radiative J / 0 decays is the UB" [/a(17?")]. It has a spin-parity 2+ and is 

about 150 MeV wide. 1 0 Since it has even spin, it should be seen most conspic

uously in hati.-oproduction in the K"K° channel. There are two decay modes 

which hav» been observed with approximately equal strength (the KK and the 

rit]). There are a few (weak) claims for other decay modes but it appears to be 
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at least reasonable front the Jjxjj decay data to j»m*ss that the partial width of 

"0" going to KK \a around 75 MeV, substantially larger than the /J(1520) to 

KK partial width. Figure 2S compares the K°K^ ha^roproduction data with 

the radiative J/ip data from the MARK ill experiment n The data from LASS 

have been multiplied by 0.127 to normalize the f!,(\fi20) peaks in the two r.x-

pcniT.snta. There is clearly no evidence at all for production or a fz{l720) in 

LASS. It appcara to be suppressed by at least an order of magnitude compared 

to /j(1520) production, unlike the production via radiative J / ^ \ This would 

appear to require either that there are some large /j(1720) decay modi's waitia? 

\o he discovered, and at there is .1 mmihanism for suppressing simple decay 

modes Hk<- n vr', or th.ii tt:t cxchangi- mechanism is very different than for It.f 

nearby /j(J520). Either way, the implication is rather strong that the / 2 ( 172 J) 

is not a conventional strangeonium object in spite of its strong KJC decay mode. 

In contrast, data from this experiment and the MARK III do appear to be 

consistent in the high mass region aTound 2.2 GcV/c.2 where a narrow X(222D) 

|called the £(2220)} has been claimed. Figure 29 compares I(%K° mass distribu

tions For th'i two experiments in the mass region between 1.8 and 2.7 GeV/c ?. 

The d^ta are normalized to have the same number of total events in this mass 

interval which leads to multiplying the acceptance corrected LASS data by 0.42. 

The data are clearly compatible. While the statistics of this channel arc too 

limited to perform a definitive spin-parity analysis, it is clear that ihc events 

are not distributed isotropieally in the (-channel helicity frame. Figure 30 shows 

the K°K° spectrum for events in the forward region where cos&c,3 > 0.85. The 

cut enhances the 2.2 GeV/c 3 region. Equivalcntly, the inset to Fig. 30 shows 
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that the *§ and tj moments also have structure at 2.2 GeV/c a. Though higher 

momenta are consistent with zero, this may simply result from a lack of statis

tics. All tn all, the data from this channel appear to confirm the MARK III 

result that a rather narrow object whose spin is at least two exists at 2.2 GeV/c3. 

The K~K+ channels are not so directly comparable because of the large <V* 

diflractive background in the L ASS experiment which produces a background 

underneath the strangconium production. However, this background should be 

smooth in K~K+ mass, and even though it leads to substantial moments up 

to ijj, it should not cause any structure in them. The K~K+ moments shown 

in Fig- 27, do show structure in the 2.2 GeV/c 1 region in all moments up to (g. 

Although not statistically compelling, this is most simply interpreted as evidence 

for a spin 4 object at the same mass. Taking these results together, the simplest 

interpretation appears to be that we are seeing evidence for the production of 

the L = 3 strangeanium triplet expected to lie in this mass region on the basis 

of quark models.8 

6. Conclusions 

The variety of topics addressed today indicates that there remains a great 

deal of important physics to be learned in the light quark sector, provided that 

the data are of sufficient quality and sensitivity. The strange mesons provide 

a clear avenue to a spectroscopy of pure qq states, and good progress has been 

made in understanding where the states lie and their decay modes. There are 

now good candidates for most of the underlying states expected in the region 

below 2.0 GeV/c1, and the complete leading orbitally excited K* series up tD a 
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Jp — 5~ at 2380 MeV/c 1 has been observed. Moreover, most of these stales 

have been demonstrated to decay into more than one final state, and rare decay 

modes, such as the Krj decay oF the Jf.J{178Cl), have been seen. The QCD based 

spectroscopy models are successful in explaining the broad outlines of the strange 

spectrum, but they do have some difficulty in explaining the detailed behavior. 

For example, the 1" A"'(1410) state is most na.urally explained as the first radial 

excitation of the if*(892), but it lies too tow in mass to be easily explained by 

most of the models. 

The "strangeoniunr states produced in hyperchargc exchange provide an 

important alternative window into the search for unusual states, such as glue-

balls, as well i s a direct approach to the sS spectrum. Uctailed comparisons or 

the states observed here with those observed in e+«~ collisions arc of particular 

value in attempts to elucidate their composition. The {{"K1^ fina' state gives 

evidence for weak /i(1285) production and perhaps even some evidence for nar

row structure in the "E" l/i(1420)] region. However, the production seems very 

small for an sS resonance. The largest structure around is a ] + (K'lt + K*~K) 

bump at 1.52 GeV/c z, but it is difficult to prove it is resonant since the amount 

of K* and K production in the region is very different. The KK final states 

clearly show the expected leading ss series up to a J - 3" state at I860 McV, 

Data in the high mass "£(2220)" [A"(2220)| region look remarkably like those 

from MARK 111, and provide evidence Tor structure whose spin is at least 21* 

(and perhaps 4 + ) , as would be expected in a quark model. On the other hand, 

the data arc completely different from the MARK III data in the region of the 

"G" 1/2(1720)], which Taiscs interesting questions about the nature of the object 
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which hnx W n wen in r * e rnUtHtoitii. 
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FIG. 26. Dalitz plota for a) the reaction K~p -» K~K+A; b) the reaction 
K-p^KtKtK. 
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FIG. 27. The anaorraalized K~K*M » 0 moments from thrahold to 2.44 GeV/c3. 
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FIG. 28. The acceptance corrected KJiff invariant mass distributior produced 
in this experiment from threshold to 1.9 GeV/c* compared with the same final 
state produced in radiative J/tf decay w seen in the MARK III (Rcf. 12). 
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Moments with L > 4 are consistent with 0. 
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